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Stress Reduction Plan
Step One: Make a list of stressors
What makes you feel stressed on a daily basis, both at work and outside of work?
In what types of situations do you experience the most stress?
What stressors are constantly present in your life?
Step Two: Eliminate Unnecessary Stressors
Distance yourself from stressful people. Who are the people who make you feel stressed?
Drop any unnecessary tasks that make you feel stressed. What tasks can you drop?
Delegate stressful tasks that don’t have to be completed by you to other people. What tasks can you delegate to others?
Step Three: Introduce Positive Activities
Try a variety of activities known to reduce stress levels. Set goals for incorporating the stress management activities listed below into your life.
Activity
Goal
Cultivate positive relationships
Seek humor
Listen to music
Deep breathing
Identify other activities you can add to your life to help reduce your stress levels (whether that includes reading, napping or whatever helps you relax) and set goals.
Activity
Goal
Step Four: Improve Your Health
Visit your physician for a full physical exam. Appointment scheduled: 
Get your eating under control, if this is an issue for you. What improvements can you make?
Seek out nutritious, balanced meals. What improvements can you make?
Decrease or eliminate unhealthy foods.
Add regular, vigorous exercise to your schedule. Vigorous exercise goals (type and schedule):
Consider adding gentle exercise too, such as yoga or tai chi. Gentle exercise goals (type and schedule):
Eliminate any habits affecting your health such as smoking, excessive drinking or inactivity. What specific changes can you do to improve your health?
Get Professional Help if Needed
Seek out a licensed mental health professional to help you with your stress if needed.
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